BFG Class
BFG Class are discovering about Tales and Teeth. We will be inspiring the
children with less traditional tales from around the world and create our
own based on the Russian Witch, Baba Yaga. Children will be given the
opportunity to explore a range of writing styles - newspapers, stories,
adverts, letters and sports reports to put together their own Fairy Tale
News newspaper. We will learn about moving books and create our own
Fairy Tale with moving pages. We will look at animals in the forest, their
habitat and how their bodies adapt to their environment. The children will
flourish when sharing their learning with their families
Literacy
Why are witches, dragons and wolves always
the villain?
Why do fairy tales always have woods and
forests?
Why are princesses always beautiful?
Why aren’t there any superheroes in fairy
tales?
Why does the good character always win?
Why don’t fairy tales have ‘cliffhangers’?
Technology
DT - Can I create a moving book of my
own?
ICT - Can I explore the conventions of a
comic book?
- Can I create my own comic book
about a fairy tale and add images,
texts and shapes?
- Can I share mu comic book with my
class mates and provide feedback?

Knowledge and understanding of the
world.
Where in the world are Fairy Tales
set?
Where do unicorns come from?
Why are giants so big and do they
exist?
Do mythical creatures exist?
What animals live in the forest?

Science
How do dragons breathe fire?
Can dragons fly?
Why are wolves’ teeth so sharp?
Do dragons, foxes and wolves have the
same teeth?
Do humans and animals have the same
teeth?
Why are our teeth different shapes?
The Arts

Maths in Context
What fraction of woodland animals are
herbivores?
How many traditional tales use magic?
How tall did Jack’s beanstalk grow?
How can Goldilocks increase her ingredients
for porridge to feed the 7 dwarfs?

Art - Can I use mark-making skills to draw a
fairy tale forest scene?
Music – Can I learn the scale notes on the
recorder and ukulele?
Can I compose sounds and melodies for fairy
tales?
Drama – Can I create my own fairy tale
character with its own walk, voice and mood?

